Beyond the Binary:
A gender identity spectrum support group

Thursdays 3:30PM – 5:00PM

A safer, supportive space, for undergraduate and graduate students to explore their gender identity; particularly students who identify as questioning, transgender, gender fluid, non-binary, and/or gender nonconforming.

Potential topics of discussion include: challenges of coming out to self and others, identity development, limitations of labels, negotiating gendered-environments, identity-affirming relationships, coping with minority stress and gender binary norms, accessing supportive health and social services, aspects of transitioning process and adjustment to social identity, family dynamics and impacts on wellness, needs and impact of being closeted, being TGNB at MSU. All meetings will be held weekly over Zoom.

Group Facilitator(s): Ginny Blakely (she/her), LMSW & Mike Evitts (he/him), MS, Doctoral Intern

Counseling & Psychiatric Services (CAPS)
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

For Trans, Non-Binary and Questioning MSU Students

Group Meets Weekly
Starting January 28, 2021

Looking for peer support in regards to gender identity, sexuality, relationships, or even supportive and affirming friendships?

Looking for a safer space to be open and explore further?

This is a virtual group held weekly on Zoom

Requires Group Screenings

For more info, screening, and registration, contact, Ginny Blakely
blakelyv@msu.edu
(link upon registration)